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* With regard to Persia the Zend Avesta

speaks of a fourfold division of the

ancient inhabitants of Iran into priests,

warrior, agriculturists and aftificiers.

- Encyclopaedia
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* I say if a male is fit, if he has untottering

and utmost adherence to the Ideal, if

his whole life flows on like an incessant

stream of electric current, polygamy

is proper for him, nay it is an

indispensable necessity. But those who

become unduly inclined to woards

women, who are obsessed by a

passionate learning and clinging to

wife have not the right to marry once

even, more over they should keep far

away from the society of women. Is

if proper to allow the nation, the

Varnas and individuals to go toward

dogs for the sextual satisfaction of

those sex-maniacs. -- Sri Sri Thakur

Anukulchandra.

 *    
  


* In a saying of the Holy Prophet,

divorce is called that most hateful to

Allah of all things allowed. -- Moulvi

Mahammad Ali
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 * The establishment of a hereditary

biological aristocracy  through

voluntary eugenics would be an

important step towards the solution of

our present problems. -- Dr. Alexis

carrel

* Mendel discovered that certain kinds

of character behave in a perticular

way inheritance. They do not blend

or break-up or average off but persist

in their intactness in a certain

percentage of the off-spring

generation after generation. -- Sir

I.A.Thomson
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